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Abstract

This document proposes an active MR HARQ mechanism on the per-hop basis. This mechanism
supports functions such as high mobility of the RS, CID update and traffic congregation.
Relatively fewer resources are required for HARQ retransmissions.
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The Active Multi-hop Relaying HARQ Mechanism
I. Introduction
In relay based wireless communication systems, the efficiency of Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) mechanism is critical
owing to its great impact on the transmission delay and the system capacity.
As illustrated in Figure 1, an active Multi-hop Relaying (MR) HARQ mechanism is proposed which is a perhop mechanism performed over a single hop to compensate for the in-between fast fading and shadowing, and
therefore the use of this mechanism allows for high mobility of the RS, i.e., metro and highway. In addition, it
is easier for the RS with the active MR HARQ to perform CID change for the purpose of traffic congregation.
This proposal focuses on mechanisms and procedures regardless of HARQ coding and combining techniques,
and both soft combining and Incremental Redundancy (IR) combining are supported. This scheme applies to
both uplink and downlink.
Mobile Station (MS)

Relay Station (RS)

Base Station (BS)

Per-hop HARQ

Per-hop HARQ

Fig. 1: The per-hop HARQ in multi-hop relaying networks

II. System Description
In this mechanism, the per-hop HARQ is performed over each single hop. The RS reports to the BS “actively”
through multi-hop backhauling a certain MAC management message (denoted by “ACK/NACK information” in
Figure 2) that contains information such as the CID of the link and its CRC results, whenever an ACK or a
NACK is replied in uplink and received in downlink. Correspondingly the BS allocates the resources for the
following HARQ retransmission.
The principle and procedure of this mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2, where typical 2-hop HARQ procedures
in both uplink and downlink are given as examples.
As shown in Figure 2, only the packets which are possibly correct after HARQ combining or whose maximum
number of retransmission attempts is reached will be forwarded. For example, the RS receives an uplink packet
correctly while an “NACK” is received at the BS, that means the errors happens within the hop between the RS
and the BS, and then the RS goes on with retransmission and informs the MS of the correct reception with an
“ACK”. In this case, it is the BS that allocates the resources for HARQ retransmissions exclusively.
To avoid serious delay due to relaying and retransmission, multiple HARQ retransmissions are proposed to be
scheduled within one frame for time diversity if free resources are enough for hops with no MS involved. The
support of the BS is expected in this scheme.
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(a) The principle and procedure in uplink

(b) The principle and procedure in downlink
Fig. 2: The principle and procedure in the active MR HARQ mechanism

Furthermore, the use of the per-hop HARQ retransmission allows for the different CIDs for the RS and the MS.
That means this mechanism can support some special functions in the RS, such as traffic congregation.

III. Summary
The active MR HARQ is proposed on the per-hop basis to allow for high mobility of the RS and special
functions, i.e., CID update and traffic congregation. Fewer resources are required for HARQ retransmissions.

IV. Proposed Text Changes
6.3.2.3 MAC Management messages
[Change the Table 14 as indicated:]
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connection

Type

Message name

Message description

67

HQ_INFO

CRC verification result

basic

reserved

---

68-255

[Insert Table 94b as indicated (note that the original Table 94 is changed to be Table 94a)]
Table 94b MR_HARQ_Control_IE format
Syntax

Size

Notes

HARQ_Control_IE()

---

---

Prefix
If (Prefix == 1) {

1 bit

0 = Temporary disable MR HARQ
1 = enable MR HARQ

---

---

AI_SN

1 bit

HARQ ID Seq. No

SPID/Reserved

2 bits

Subpacket ID when IR is defined by the FEC
mode, otherwise reserved (encoded 0b00)

ACID

4 bits

HARQ CH ID

MHH

1 bit

0 = active MR HARQ is enabled
1 = passive MR HARQ is enabled

Reserved

3 bits

Shall be set to zero

} else {
Reserved

---

---

3 bits

Shall be set to zero

}

---

---

}

---

---

MHH
Indicates which multi-hop HARQ is used, active MR HARQ or passive MR HARQ (which is an
alternative mechanism for stable propagation environments)
[Insert new sub-clause and Table 101f as follows]
Section 6.3.2.3.43.6.10 HQ_INFO message
Table 101f —HQ_INFO message format
Syntax

Size

Notes

CID

16 bits

Indicates the link with this CID
which is achieved from MS
involved within current HARQ
retransmission attempt

CRC verification result

1 bit

0 = ACK_Info
1 = NACK_Info

HQ_INFO_Message_Format () {
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[Insert new sub-clause 6.3.17.4.1 and add figures]
Section 6.3.17.4.1 Active MR HARQ mechanism
Fundamentally the active MR HARQ is a per-hop HARQ mechanism which allows for CID update and high
mobility of RS. The principle and process of this mechanism is shown in Figure 130ja and 130jb. Its key feature
is that besides the “ACK/NACK” reply, the intermediate RS is expected to transmit the associated
“ACK/NACK information” to the BS.

Figure 130ja: The active MR HARQ principle and process in the uplink

Figure 130jb: The active MR HARQ principle and process in the downlink

In the uplink, the MS transmits its packet through a certain radio channel which is allocated by the BS and
broadcasted in the previous DL-MAP. The RS receives and decodes this packet exclusively if no cooperative
relay is taken into account. If the received packet passes the CRC verification after HARQ combining, the RS
then replies the MS an “ACK” after a fixed delay defined by HARQ_ACK_Delay for UL burst which is
4
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specified in DCD message (see Table 358), and meanwhile an “ACK_Info” is forwarded to the BS if there are
more than two hops. Otherwise, if this packet fails in CRC verification, a “NACK” is sent to the MS within the
duration defined by HARQ_ACK_Delay for UL_burst and an associated “NACK_Info” is then sent to the BS.
Due to the stop-and-wait protocol, the retransmissions are only sent after receiving a NACK for the previous
transmission or the ACK has not been received within the duration defined by HARQ_ACK_Delay. The similar
process happens in the multi-hop links.
In the downlink, the process is similar to that of the uplink case except that it is the sender that transmits the
HARQ_result_message (HQ_INFO) which comes from the received ACK or NACK. Therefore, the BS is kept
monitoring the HARQ processes of each hop and consequently allocates the resources for HARQ
retransmissions.
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